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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym/
Abbreviation

Definition

ACE

Automated Commercial Environment

AI

Artificial Intelligence

CBP

Customs and Border Protection

IT

Information Technology

ML

Machine learning

NII

Non-Intrusive Inspection

OEM

Original equipment manufacturers

PGA

Participating Government Agencies

TPVS

Traveller Processing and Vetting Software
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1

General

1.1

About Leidos

•

Tell us about your business, sector, product or service and location/s.

Globally, Leidos is a leader in the application of technology, engineering and science, working to
solve the world’s toughest challenges in the defence, intelligence, national security, civil and health
markets. With more than US$13 billion in annual revenue and 43,000 employees worldwide, Leidos
supports vital missions for government and commercial customers.
Locally, Leidos Australia has been a trusted partner to the Australian Government for over 25 years.
Led by an Australian leadership team, we consist of four lines of business – Defence Mission Systems,
Intelligence (C4ISR), Information Technology (IT) IT Projects and IT Services, supported by local
corporate functions. Leidos Australia’s customers enjoy the significant advantage of our global reach
back to the United States and the United Kingdom.
We provide capability to our customers through a highly skilled and security-cleared workforce that
has grown to more than 1,400 staff delivering annual revenue of over $430 million. We deliver
innovative and cost-effective solutions, manage risks, work collaboratively with our partners, and
draw on our global experience to serve our customers most effectively and efficiently.
For over 50 years, Leidos has worked hand-in-hand with our customers to make the world safer,
healthier and more efficient through information technology, engineering and science. Our diverse
experience spans a wide range of markets notably defence, intelligence, national security, civil and
health. Individually and together these markets will continue to be globally significant, not least in
meeting and addressing the evolving challenges of the current and future Indo Pacific region, in
which Australia is anticipated as playing a pivotal role in the future.
In the past, Leidos’ experience has been both holistic and eclectic in nature. In the former, we have
been an accomplished end-to-end Prime Systems’ Integrator. In contrast, the latter has seen us, on
occasion, as an equally adept partner to other Primes selected by the Commonwealth. This
longstanding corporate and systems’ experience and agility by us has been to the Commonwealth’s
marked and ongoing advantage. It also accounts in large part for the close and robust business and
enterprise collaboration between us, and displays a long and active track record of us working well
together. This is a superb established foundation to continue to build upon, and from which to
continue to advance constructively in the future.
We are a trusted partner to both government and highly-regulated commercial customers looking for
transformative solutions in mission IT, security, software, engineering, and operations. We work with
our core customers in Australia and globally including the Department of Defence, the Australian
Taxation Office, the National Intelligence Community, U.S. Customs and Border Protection,
Department of Energy, Federal Aviation Administration, NASA, National Science Foundation,
Transportation Security Administration, airports, and electric utilities to make the world safer,
healthier, and more efficient. We combine our scale as a Fortune 500 company with the deep
technical knowledge of our core capabilities and the expertise of our talented and diverse workforce
to deliver mission-centric innovations.
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Our technical core capabilities listed below underpin the work we do for our wide range of
customers:


Digital Modernisation: We develop mission-focused solutions to accelerate our customers’
digital transformation objectives by delivering resilient enterprise IT solutions and managed
services that leverage trusted Artificial Intelligence (AI) and full-spectrum cyber to decrease
burdens and vulnerabilities in complex IT operations.



Cyber Operations: We use intelligent automation and AI/Machine Learning (ML) driven
analytics, combined with our experience in detecting and mitigating complex security breaches
and threat actors, to deliver cyber solutions that protect and defend the largest and most
‘under attack’ mission-critical networks and cyber-physical systems.



Mission Software Systems: Through disciplined processes, common tools, reusable
frameworks, automation, collaboration, and domain expertise, our mission software systems
are designed to deliver secure, mission quality software at Silicon Valley speed.



Integrated Systems: Built on the foundations of agility, modularity, extensibility, and open
standards, we deliver high performing hardware and software systems to solve challenges in an
array of specialisations, including sensors, virtual training, cargo inspection/baggage handling,
autonomous unmanned systems, space, hypersonics, and strike systems.



Mission Operations: Enabled by enhancing technology and agile, flexible, and scalable
processes, we leverage our in-depth domain knowledge and mission understanding to provide
efficient solutions that are secure and resilient, and support our customer’s critical missions.

Core capabilities are supported by a consistent set of four enabling technologies that are critical in,
and to, our work:


Secure, Rapid Software Development



Trusted AI/ML



Full-Spectrum Cyber, and



Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing.

We are a global leader in security technology systems for airports, ports and borders, and other
critical infrastructure. We deliver fast, frictionless and fully-integrated solutions that secure the
movement of people and commerce globally.
This combination of our core capabilities, past experience and technical innovation gives Leidos
unique insights that it can offer the Commonwealth to support its mission of protecting borders and
transforming the free flow of commerce/trade.
As highlighted in Figure 1, our perspective on trade modernisation is informed by experience with
many different international customers in diverse domains such as aviation, ports and border
security, health care, civil government and homeland security, intelligence, and the military. Our
understanding of common challenges in the different domains has allowed us to discover novel
solutions that can be used across domains. Integrating these solutions has, in turn, allowed us to
understand how better cross-domain data-sharing through digital modernisation can result in
simpler, more automated processes, and for all the domains. An example of such a solution is the
Leidos Enterprise Architecture Framework, which can be used in a modular fashion to quickly solve
problems such as integrating disparate sensor types for trade inspections.
To this end, LEAF has been used to construct the Common Viewer 2 (CV2) product that is discussed
later in this paper. CV2 is helping to modernise operations such as inspection processes used by U.S.
Customs and Border Protection and Dutch Customs.
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Figure 1: Leidos Perspective on Trade Environment Informed by Broad Cross-Domain Experience

1.2
•

Leidos’ role in the end-to-end trade environment
What is your role in the end-to-end trade environment (importer, exporter, customs broker etc)?

Leidos is making travel and trade safer, healthier, and more efficient through fully integrated global
security technologies. Our comprehensive security detection portfolio has more than 24,000
products deployed across 120 countries. We deliver security systems that are:


Fast - rapid screening of people, baggage, and cargo with real-time threat detection



Frictionless -the highest level of threat detection while maintaining a seamless screening
experience



Fully integrated - leading screening technologies, AI/ML capabilities, and advanced biometric
tools that deliver holistic security detection solutions.

Our systems do such things as checked and carry-on baggage explosives and contraband detection,
explosive trace detection, x-ray screening, and millimetre-wave screening of people. We also support
large scale screening of vehicles and cargo through our Vehicle and Cargo Inspection Systems, and
detection of hidden radioactive threats through our Exploranium radiation portal monitors. We have
demonstrated capability to detect not only explosives, but also guns and knives, drugs (opioids), and
money. See https://www.leidos.com/markets/aviation/security-detection for more information.
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Figure 2: Sensors Facilitate Safe, Fast, Automated Processing of Trade

For bespoke integration services, in the immigration and customs area, Leidos supports the U.S.
Customs and Border Protection agency through the Traveller Processing and Vetting Software (TPVS)
Program. This program supports the development and maintenance of the 58 main applications used
by the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Office of Field Operations at U.S. international ports of
entry. This includes on-line and mobile applications, as well as some of the supporting hardware such
as Simplified Arrival facial recognition cameras and software, as well as Global Entry kiosks and
eGates for expedited trusted traveller processing.
We also developed the screening and targeting function within the U.S. CBP Automated Commercial
Environment (ACE) (see https://www.cbp.gov/trade/automated). ACE provides the U.S. with multiple
functions including a unified trade window in conjunction with customs collection, automation, and
automated threat or screening indications. It also serves as a single point for coordination and
enforcement of the laws and regulations from multiple agencies (Participating Government Agencies)
that each have partial jurisdiction over, or interest in, imports.

1.3
•

Cross-border trade issues
What are the major pain points for your business to get your product to, from and across the border?

As our principal business is not importation and exportation of fungible goods, and we are primarily
knowledge workers, our cross-border focus is primarily on conforming to rules associated with
import and export of intellectual property and/or defence-related information and integrated
products.
We are principally concerned with sources for, and the security of, the supply chain for goods and
intellectual property that we incorporate into integrated systems that we deliver to our customers.
This extends to cybersecurity and considerations of ‘insider’ threats. As shown in Figure 3 of a
canonical taxonomy of border security, cyber adds to the traditional border domains of air, sea, and
land.
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Figure 3: Taxonomy of Border Security

The Leidos vision for border security transformation is inclusive, global, and comprehensive across all
concerned domains, as represented in this taxonomy. Our solutions consider the increasing
connectivity of global supply chains, and the possibilities that can be realised through innovation and
global data-sharing.

1.4
•

Simplifying the cross-border trade system
Where and how do you believe the cross-border trade system can be simplified?

Generally, across the world, cross-border trade systems have been, or will be, modernised by
providing single trade windows with intuitive interfaces that make all associated functions, including
customs and compliance, easy to navigate. In addition, physical systems for inspection and
verification are being automatically tied to the information entered in the single trade window,
enhancing security and minimising inefficient manual inspections. For instance, at Leidos, we are
developing non-intrusive inspection systems (like x-ray systems) to verify by texture analysis that
cargo in shipping containers plausibly matches the manifest or bill of lading. In addition, claimed
empty containers can be verified so that smuggling operations and contraband are detected.
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1.5
•

Beneficial trade processes as a result of COVID-19
What changes in the trade process have you incorporated or seen as result of the COVID-19 pandemic that would be beneficial to
continue?

The pandemic has resulted in much more automation, remote processing, and touchless operations
at border crossings. Generally, the objective is to minimise the contact between transportation
security or border force officers and the travelling public. This also manifests in travellers and
importers being motivated to provide as much information in advance as possible so that port
passage is smooth and as rapid as possible. For traveller verification, for instance, advances in ML
based face recognition have helped to make biometric matching of identities assured, rapid, and
secure.
Figure 4 shows two of three different types of new pedestal kiosks implementing the new face
recognition technology under trial by CBP at Los Angeles International Airport under the Leidos TPVS
engagement. The face-recognition enabled arrival processing is called “Simplified Arrival” by CBP.

Figure 4: Kiosks Enabled by Face Recognition

Figure 5 shows advanced pre-primary non-intrusive inspection equipment and sensors installed at a
land border crossing in Brownsville, Texas. This equipment, installed well in advance of the border
officers’ booths in the distance, allows automated collection of information about trucks bearing
cargo, reducing manual steps, allowing touchless processing, and enhancing officer safety.
While Australia does not have land borders, these types of designs and others are useful for
processing containers arriving at maritime ports, and even air cargo. This equipment is often used in
conjunction with logical or virtual screening and targeting such as might be derived from a single
trade window system like U.S. ACE or Singapore TradeNet.
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Figure 5: Truck Non-Intrusive Inspection

1.6
•

Foreign trade processes that could be implemented in Australia
What have you seen in other countries’ current trade processes that you think could be implemented in Australia?

Singapore TradeNet - A good example is TradeNet in Singapore. TradeNet is Singapore’s National
Single Window for trade declaration. Launched on 1 Jan 1989, it allows various parties from the
public and private sectors to exchange trade information electronically. TradeNet integrates import,
export and transhipment documentation processing procedures and enables the trade and logistics
communities to fulfil their trade formalities. Through TradeNet, Singapore Customs and other
Competent Authorities monitor the movement of goods and enforce health, safety and other
regulatory requirements. TradeNet reduces the cost and time to prepare, submit and process trade
documents. It expedites the clearance of cargo and allows fees and taxes to be deducted
electronically. This description is quoted from: https://customs.gov.sg/businesses/national-singlewindow/TradeNet#:~:text=TradeNet%20is%20Singapore's%20National%20Single,to%20exchange%20trade%20
information%20electronically.

US CBP ACE - Another relevant example is U.S. CBP ACE platform which performs functions similar to
Singapore TradeNet, but accomplishes the functions in different ways. Figure 6, from ACE, represents
what we think might be a good model for trade processing. Note that there is a single interface to
the trade for both filing data and obtaining status on processing. A major advantage is that ACE takes
care of the multiple Participating Government Agencies (PGAs) at the bottom of the figure. ACE
therefore handles the disparate regulatory rules of the different PGAs, as well as using their
information to provide screening and threat indicators from the screening and targeting function
built into ACE.
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Figure 6: Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Platform Overview
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2

Reviewing red tape

•

Which government processes or regulations could be improved (made simpler, more integrated or less duplicative)?

•

Which government requirements take the most time to meet and what impact does that have on your business?

•

If available, please provide data on the time taken to complete these processes/regulations, and/or the costs to your business.

Red tape questions are best answered by regular and high-volume importers and exporters,
particularly of perishable goods. Leidos does not participate in this market.

3

Digital transformation

•

What tools/systems are you using to move goods across (Australia’s?) borders? Do you use the systems of brokers or other thirdparty service providers to facilitate trade activity? If you use brokers or other third-party services, why?

•

Which part/s of your trade processes are still using paper and/or scanned documents and attachments to emails?

•

How old is your current technology? What is your future technology roadmap, and what is the timeframe?

•

What technology changes have you incorporated or seen as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic that you would like to continue?

•

What changes would you like to see to government systems and what impact could this have on your business?

•

What aspects of a ‘tell us once’ digital service would have the biggest impact on your business and why?

The questions on digital transformation are mostly directed to the trade importers and exporters.
However, Leidos is expert at helping our customers, mostly government customers, modernise
through digital transformation. We deliver mission-centric IT and integrated systems designed to
automate processes and minimise support costs.
We develop mission-focused solutions to accelerate our customer's digital transformation objectives
by delivering resilient enterprise IT solutions and managed services at speed and scale that leverage
trusted Artificial Intelligence, zero trust principles and full-spectrum cyber to decrease burdens and
vulnerabilities in complex IT operations. We understand that digital modernisation and
transformation is a continuous process. This is why we support our customers through the
transformation journey with an emphasis on security and minimising operational impacts to support
their enterprise IT goals.
An example of Leidos capabilities for digital transformation in trade facilitation is the work we
undertook for Dutch Customs (NL Customs). Leidos is a world leader in non-Intrusive Inspection (NII)
technology and solving complex scientific problems through the application of leading-edge
hardware and software. In this case, NL Customs required a system to integrate data from multiple
NII system assets from a variety of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)—L3 (before acquisition
by Leidos), Smiths Detection, NUCTECH, and Rapiscan Systems, into a central command centre.
Leidos had previously invested in technology to facilitate just such an integration, and more. The
technology is called Common Viewer 2 or CV2 for short. CV2 is software that is designed to allow
easy integration of disparate sensors and systems to accomplish expedited border inspections,
whether they occur in airports, land border ports, or seaports. Figure 7 shows the diversity of sensor
types that CV2 can integrate.
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Figure 7: CV2 Integrates Disparate Sensors for Smooth Border Inspections

Figure 8 shows some of the equipment that Leidos helped integrate for the Dutch government,
including two Nuctech x-ray inspection machines.

Figure 8: Dutch Customs Inspection Equipment Integration Using Leidos CV2
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X-ray images from all the different OEM systems at all scanning locations are sent via a high-speed
cable network to the local NL Customs office. There, a main server converts them into a uniform
format so that they can be checked by any analyst. Then the system distributes the images, with a
focus on integrity, randomly among the analysts on shift. Most of the time they are read
immediately, but sometimes they are buffered and examined later. If the image conforms to the data
(no deviations have been found), a message is immediately sent to the terminal stating that the
container in question can be released. This significantly reduces the time between the selection,
control, and release of containers. Images are processed by AI/ML for automated commodity
identification, empty container verification, and anomaly detection.
Dutch Customs is just one example where Leidos was able to accelerate the benefits of digital
modernisation. For additional information on the broader modernisation capabilities that Leidos can
provide, see https://www.leidos.com/capabilities/digital-modernization.

4

Data

•

How can the government make information requirements clearer or less duplicative?

•

How could government better support use of common trade-related data standards within the trade sector?

•

Do you have examples of where your business has experienced increased administrative complexity, cost or delays because
government systems do not ‘talk’ to or share data with each other?

•

What opportunities are there for any of your data holdings to be used in other ways to improve cross-border trade?

The questions on data usage are mostly directed to the trade importers and exporters.
However, Leidos has wide and deep expertise in data analytics and data science to reveal hidden and
actionable information from overwhelming data diversity and volume. For additional information,
see https://www.leidos.com/insights/data-analytics.
One of the most promising uses of data is data-sharing across borders. Data-sharing can provide
early adjudication of pending importations so that associated processing is automated, rapid,
touchless, and efficient, thereby reducing risk and effort on both ends of the transaction. An example
is the Remote Checked Baggage Screening Pilot that Leidos undertook with U.S. CBP and
Transportation Security Administration between South Korea Incheon Airport and Atlanta HartsfieldJackson Airport (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Remote Checked Baggage Screening Pilot

Such advanced screening negates the need for passengers to reclaim international luggage for rescreening prior to connecting to domestic onward flights. Standard screening images are captured as
baggage is screened on the Incheon side. They are provided to the Leidos Common Viewer System
through which they can be conveyed to a counterpart system in Atlanta airport for review by CBP
inspectors while the associated flight is in the air for approximately 14 hours. Luggage can clear U.S.
customs and be cleared for transfer to onward flights well before the flight lands in the U.S. Baggage
which may require secondary screening is automatically diverted to a Federal Inspection Services
holding area for more traditional local physical inspection.
The Leidos Common Viewer System is Cloud-hosted and uses encryption technology to protect the
overall security of the system, images, and associated metadata. Data is conveyed to officers on the
terminal end for selection, review, and analysis appropriate to the screening adjudication (as
highlighted in Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Leidos Common Viewer System

This pilot project is one example of global thinking and innovation that Leidos helps organisations
achieve through appropriate and secure data-sharing. This type of architecture also facilitates
remote screening within countries, and even between ports of entry, thus allowing centralised
screening operations and facilitating workforce flexibility, strained during the pandemic.

5

Federal, state and territory governments

•

What is currently working well in interactions across government jurisdictions that could be expanded or replicated?

•

Which information required by federal, state or territory government is difficult or costly to obtain?

•

Which processes or information requests are duplicated by federal, state or territory authorities and how does this impact your
business?

The questions on cross-government jurisdictions are mostly directed to trade importers and
exporters.

6

Measuring performance

•

Where have you seen data used effectively across the trade environment to measure success?

•

What data sources does your business use to measure and track its performance?

•

Can you provide examples of metrics measuring cross-border trade?

The questions on performance measurements are mostly directed to the trade importers and
exporters.
However, as Leidos is expert in data analytics, we also provide services in sense-making, including
highly useful executive dashboards of relevant metrics.
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Figure 11 highlights two recent examples of dashboards that Leidos created associated with border
security. The left console image represents metrics associated with development and maintenance
activities for the U.S. CBP TPVS Program. TPVS maintains the software and hardware that supports
border port operations in international air, land and seaports. The right console image represents
statistics reported to the President for Operation Allies Refuge / Operation Allies Welcome. On this
development effort, our committed team worked seven days a week for almost a month to facilitate
the vetting and evacuation of approximately 80,000 allies from Afghanistan.

Figure 11: Dashboards Displaying Operations and Mission Metrics

7

Innovation in the future trade system

•

What innovations does your business use, or plan to use, to improve the way you trade?

•

What innovations have you used or seen elsewhere – including those introduced in response to the COVID-19 pandemic - that
would be valuable to continue?

•

What barriers prevent you from incorporating innovation or emerging technology?

The questions on innovations in the future trade system are mostly directed to trade importers and
exporters.
However, Leidos is innovating in ways that could provide key components of modern trade systems
through digital modernisation. An example is the application of AI/ML techniques to automated
screening of baggage and cargo subjected to NII. For example, we have trained our VACIS NII system
to verify that a claimed empty container is in fact empty. Such a verification can greatly speed the
processing of empty containers, thus allowing them to be re-inserted promptly into trade flow.
Perhaps the more difficult innovation in automated customs screening of cargo is textural analysis of
NII images, such as those highlighted in Figure 12, to determine plausible match to a manifest or bill
of lading. This is useful not only for detection of contraband, but also for detecting under-claiming of
customs duties, or falsification of records for purposes of import subterfuge. Verified compliant
shipments can receive expedited treatment, thus allowing customs agents to focus on riskier, or
more problematic, shipments.
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Figure 12: Non-Intrusive X-ray Image of a Shipping Container on a Truck

Leidos was founded on innovations in science and technology, and we bring these innovations to
bear on our customers’ toughest challenges to accomplish our mission to make the world safer,
heathier, and more efficient. Our company invests in advancements and innovations in technical core
capabilities, enabling technologies, and critical underlying disciplines that serve common (and less
than common) needs across our civilian, defence, intelligence and health customers.
Our technical core capabilities include digital modernisation, cybersecurity operations, mission
software systems, integrated systems, and mission operations. Our enabling technologies include
secure rapid software development, trusted AI/ML, full spectrum cybersecurity, and rapid
prototyping and manufacturing. We cultivate critical underlying technical disciplines, including
advanced engineering (such as model-based system engineering), and data science (critical to
advanced analytics and ML).
We are structured to bring the power of these investments and capabilities to any one of our
customers to help them realise their mission and modernisation needs. This is currently being done
today in support of more secure, automated, and simplified trade processes.
Leidos has a range of subject matter experts with experience and knowledge in the above technical
core capabilities that can be made available to contribute to the design the future trade system.

8

Help design the future trade system

Leidos understands that the STS Implementation Taskforce will be conducting further research with
businesses through interviews and co-design sessions and would welcome the opportunity to make
further contributions as part of these initiatives.
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Table 1: Leidos Contact Information
Business Name

Leidos Australia

Contact Details

Romeo Cicolini, Account Manager Federal Government,
M: +61 407 424 628
E: romeo.cicolini@leidos.com

Brief description of goods
imported / exported

Leidos’ role is making travel and trade safer, healthier, and more efficient
through fully-integrated global security technologies.

OR
Role in Trade environment

We have over 50 years of diverse experience spanning a wide range of
markets notably defence, intelligence, national security, civil and health.
Individually and together these markets will continue to be globally
significant, not least in meeting and addressing the evolving challenges of
the current and future Indo Pacific region, in which Australia is anticipated
as playing a pivotal role in the future.
We are a trusted partner to both government and highly-regulated
commercial customers looking for transformative solutions in mission IT,
security, software, engineering, and operations.
This combination of our core capabilities (in digital modernisation, cyber
operations, mission software systems, integrated systems and mission
operations), our past experience and our technical innovation gives Leidos
unique insights that it can offer the Commonwealth to support its mission
of protecting borders and transforming the free flow of commerce/trade.
We have a range of Leidos subject matter experts with experience and
knowledge in the above capabilities that can be made available to
contribute to the design the future trade system via the process of
interviews and co-design sessions being run by the STS Implementation
Taskforce.
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